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1.0

ENTRY CONDITIONS AND APPLICABILITY

As directed in the SRM to SECY 97-168, the staff is inspecting and monitoring licensee performance at
shutdown to ensure that the licensees are maintaining a mitigation capability (equipment, instrumentation,
policies, procedures, and training) consistent with the staff s estimate of industry shutdown risk presented
to the Commission in SECY 97-168 (the proposed shutdown rule). In the Reactor Oversight Process
(ROP), the significance of such inspection findings is assessed, using a Risk Informed pr Lcss, called the
Significance Determination Process (SDP). The shutdown SDP consists of
phase
ase 1,
Definition and Initial Screening of Findings and, Phase 3, Risk Significance
on and Justification.
IMC 0609 Appendix G, Shutdown Operations Significance Determination•
s used to conduct the
phase 1 screening analysis. This template is used for perform liase3 anal
a
in PWR

shutdown findings discussed below.
1.1 Entry Conditions

N

1.1.1 SDP-related Inspection Finding
,.,

maeti

.ný

s

incoe"amg

This SDP provides a simplified risk-informed framework
u
in core damage
frequency during shutdown operations due to conditio skiuch contri.
t
dedriskincreases
caused by deficient licensee performance. Conditions
iicdo NOT rep
F, eicient licensee
performance, as determined by the staff, are consid'er
'lant
normal operating risk,
and are NOT candidates for SDP evaluation. 1Th 'entry c6adit6n'!i
t
utdown SDP described in
feucy
ecringintang
A• process•,a
this document are degraded plant equipment.riunctions/pr
p
initiating event frequency,
mitigation system availability/reliabili oRCS barr
ter 't
suit from deficient licensee
performance.
V
from a closely-tied
Concurrent performance deficienie'should be as essed co-lectively if they resulted
deficiency should be assigned a color
common cause. If causes areAnde~endent, e
individual

IMC 060, iAppendix A fortmore detaled guidance.

Eachissues
whether or not

'e

1.1.2 AM 8

trN.

This
ph

ibe

screen'd byusiing IMC 0612 (formerly 0610*), Appendix B to determine
ljs$.a minor ssiue. ffthe issue screens as minor this SDP should not be entered.

'is used when a pe~riormance deficiency is identified as needing quantitative assessment from the
shutdown SDP screening tool (IMC 0609 Appendix G).
pplicability

I
sMIP is designed to provide Senior Reactor Analysts a simple scrutable probabilistic

e'*a iorfbr use in identifying potentially risk-significant shutdown issues within the initiating
even
gaion systems, and barriers cornerstones. The results from this SDP tool is intended to
facilitate communication on the basis of risk significance between the NRC and licensees.
2.0 LIMITS AND PRECAUTIONS
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2.1 Limits
The template is a simplified tool that generates d.n order-of-magnitude assessment of the risk significance
of inspection findings during shutdown.
2.2 Precautions
2.2.1

The analyst should consider each evaluated CD sequence using the event trees o•ensure that the
scenario makes sense for the deficiency. The variability of plant configurations at shutdown and
timing issues may result in performance deficiencies which do notirdlrectly map on the event
trees. See HQs for assistance if needed. Before using W6rkheets, users should review attached•
event trees to ensure that Worksheet entries are consistent with the seiience lo(gc in the event'

trees.
2.2.2

The analyst must understand: 1) the differences betleenprecursor and condtonfdmus, (2)
the definitions of the plant operational states, and (3) thiedefiiitions of the shutdown initiating
events. These definitions can be found in Chapter 6.*41Procedure for Significance
Deterrmination.
! ,, i ,

2.2.2

The SDP is constructed for a Westinghouse 4-1oopPWR. This teiiplate'cain be used for other
PWR types acknowledging that different systems'may e-used to maintain the safety functions
listed in the worksheets.
,'.,

2.2.3

The availability of standby RCS ifection along with operator error drives shutdown risk. As
long as standby injection is availablde, in most cases, standby injection buys time for other
operator recovery actions such'&aleak path terminatido and RHR recovery. If there are factors
that could render the standby RCS injection unavailable such as: gas intrusion or support system
unavailability, then these factors (assurnptions) b&ome risk significant and should be assessed

2.2.4

Some findings are noltcovered by these templates and go directly to Headquarters for
Phase73.anaysis. Examnpleý of'such findings are as follows:
SP:otentiad over-pressurization of low -pressure piping and deficiencies associated
with maintaining low temperature over pressure protection.
Use of Nozzl Dams without an adequate RCS vent (an adequate vent would
preventpozzle dam failure given an RCS re-pressurization following an extended
loss of:RHR).
.•'.•'-•

Fihdings.that increase the likelihood of having a boron dilution event such as the
;source range monitors being inoperable or the RWST having boron

concentrations lower than Technical Specifications prescribed values.
Findings that involve containment closure deficiencies

October 24, 2002
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3.0

ABBREVIATIONS AND DEFINITIONS
3.1

Abbreviations

CETs
CD
High Decay Heat
Low Decay Heat
CCW
DHR
ECCS
INDIC.
IMC
LOI
LER
LOOP
LORHR
OP.
POS
PRA
RCS
RHR
ROP
SDP
SG
SG PORV
SRW i.,,
SSW 4~;~
TBB

7

'~Time

to-Boiling ý,

::Tim e WihdTn
E
m,

TW
TW-E

]~

before refueling operation

Lte'Time Win'dow, after refueling operation

TW-L

7)

Core Exit Thermocouples
Core Damage
Decay heat of early time window, 2 days after
Decay heat of late time window, 12 days after
Component Cooling Water
Decay Heat Removal
System/,"
Emergency Core Cooling
Indication
Inspection Manual Chapter
Loss of Reactor Inventory Initiating Event
\ •
Licensee Event Report
Loss of Offsite Power
Loss of RHR Initiating Event
Operator
Plant Operational State
Probabilistic Risk Assessment
.
Reactor Coolant Sytem
y
Residual Heat Remioval •Reactor Oversiglit Process'
Significanceeterrminaton Process,
Steam Generator
SteamGenGerator Power OpTrated Relief Valve
Sitj,!Raw Water
StandlIySerce Wate Ir

3.2

Defimitions

Phases of a Significanice Determination
Rhaise,],:-Chiaracterizationand InitialScreening of Findings: Precise characterization of the
findiiigland-an initial screening of very low-significance findings for disposition by the licensee's
corrective action program.

October 24, 2002
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Phase 3 - Risk Significance Finalizationand Justification: Quantitative assessment of the risk
significance of a shutdown finding as directed from the Phase 1 shutdown SDP analysis (IMC
0609 Appendix G).
Precursor Finding - Inspection findings that have the potential to cause a loss of the operating
train of RHR.
Condition findings - Inspection findings that only involve a degradation of-hei
.j&
mitigation capability.

4

e nsee's

Loss of RHR (LORHR) - Includes losses of RHR resulting from failures ofthe RHR system
(such as RHR pump failure) or failures of the RHR supporl systems other than ofsite'tpower.i
Loss of Offsite Power (LOOP) - Includes losses of offsite power which cause a lossofRHR.
Loss of Reactor Inventory (LOI) - Includes losses of RCSinventoiy that lead to a loss of RHR
due to loss of RHR pump suction.-.
includes -(i1)the operator
o
Loss of Level Control (LOLC) - This initiatingevent ategory
overdrains the RCS to reach midloop conditi6ns gi~dlthatlRBR is lost&5d (2) the operator fails
to maintain level control while in midloopoiich that•h6 RHRkiin is lost.
POS 1 - This POS starts when the RflRrsystemnis put intoservice. The RCS is closed such that
the steam generators could be used-ior-decay=,hat removal; if the secondary side of the steam
generators are filled. The RCS nay have abubble in. e'pressunzer. This POS ends when the
RCS is vented such that the-gteam generators annot sustain core heat removal. This POS
typically includes Mode 4gtoshutdown) ,anlpgortions of Mode 5 (cold shutdown).
POS 2- This' POS starts when thoRCSis vented such that: (1) the steam generators cannot
sustain core heat remo'yai and (2)aisufficient vent path exists for feed and bleed. This POS
includes portions'ofM6de&5(cold shutdown) and Mode 6 (refueling). Reduced inventory
operations aiindmdloop oprations with a vented RCS are a subset of this POS. Note:
performance deficiencfes ciirriig during a vacuum refill of the RCS require use of the POS 1
V
event tre~es.
POS,3 - This POS represents the shutdown condition with the refueling cavity filled to 23 feet
abv the vessel flange and the spent fuel storage pool gates are removed. A very large amount
of coolant inventory is available. This POS occurs during Mode 6.
Earlyjime Window (TW-E)- This time widow represents the time before POS 3 is entered. The
decay heat is relatively high. The reactor is either in POS 1 or 2.

October 24, 2002
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Late Time Window (TW-L)- This time window represents the time after POS group 3. The
decay heat is relatively low. The reactor is either in POS 1, 2, or 3.
RCS Vented - RCS vented with such that(l) SG heat removal cannot be sustained, and (2) the
vent path is large enough to support feed and bleed. Examples of vent paths include: open
pressurizer manways, safety relief valve removal, or vessel head removal.
RWST Depletion - RWST level reaches the level that requires
continue injection to RCS

7

to

Available - A piece of equipment is considered availableif -itc
enough to meet its function need and all necessary supp6rting,
power, cooling water, and DC control power)

(

Reduced Inventory Operations - Reduced inventory operation
water level is lower than 3 feet below the reactor vessel flange
Shutdown Operations - Shutdown Operation exists during hot
refueling when more than one fuel assembly isifinthe rea-tor v
system is in operation.

October 24, 2002
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4.0 PROCEDURE FOR SIGNIFICANCE DETERMINATION
Step 4.1 Initiating Event Characterization
Detailed guidance for initiating event characterization can be found in Sections 6.2 through 6.5
of the Basis Document.
Step 4.1.1 Determine if the finding is a precursor to an initiatin
function) or a condition finding. Note: Precursor findings have
loss of the operating train of RHR or actually caused tHe loss of
4 iicensee's:
Condition findings only involve a degradation ofAe
event if an event were to occur. The SDP is significantly differ
F'•f
types of findings.

3s of the RHR
Ito cause a
action.
.mitigate an2S
two different

Step 4.1.2 Go to Step 4.1.2.1 for Precursor Findings or-Step 4.1 .2.2 for Condition
Findings.
Step 4.1.2.1 PrecursorFindings- Determine the TELr.a ing.,Evaluate the
following in order, one will apply,
]IF a findingincreases4he likelhh6Z1•f a loss of level control
(LOLC) orctually?6aused aO-OC,-JHI-I 'N LOLC is the applicable
initiatiuikgevent. Use Table 1 to determinie the IEL. Go to Step
4.1L:2.1A.1!
MIa finding ncreases'te likelihood of a loss of offsite power
(LOOP) or actuIlly'caused a LOOP, THEN LOOP is the applicable
nItltating event. Use Table 2 to determine the IEL. Go to Step

IF a fimdinng increases the likelihood of a loss of reactor inventory
(L•I) or actually caused a LOI, THEN LOI is the applicable
inltiating event. Use Table 3 to determine the IEL. Go to Step
4.12.1.1.
IF a finding increases the likelihood of a loss of the operating train
of RHR (LORHR) or actually caused a LORHR (except for LOOP
and LOI), THEN LORHR is the applicable initiating event. Use
Table 4 to determine the IEL. Go to Step 4.1.2.1.1.
IF a finding involves the RHR support systems (except for LOOP
and LOI), THEN LORHR is the applicable initiating event. Use
Table 4 to determine the IEL. Go to Step 4:1.2.1.1.
October 24, 2002
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Step 4.1.2.1.1 Determine the POS and TW in which the precursor
occurred. Figure 3 defines the POSs used in the SDP. Go to Step 4.2.
Step 4.1.2.2 ConditionFindings- Select the applicable initiating events (LOLC,
LORHR, LOOP and/or LOI) by identifying the equipment or safety functions
affected and determine the initiating event scenarios that must be evaluated (i.e.,
the affected function plays some role in mitigating the initiating.e6vent scenario).
Tables provided in the plant-specific full power SDP noteboloksprovide useful
information, as do the SDP worksheets in thisdocument.
Step 4.1.2.2.1 Determine the exposure times for theqdegradedondition, in the'
itigating system. A separate exposureltime mustpe determinegd6i each POS
for findings that span one or more POS. tUsingTable 5, detemiineaiiJEL for each
applicable initiating event in each applicable6POS., Go to Step 4.3.
Step 4.2 Evaluation of Mfitigation Capability for Piecursoi4Finlings-•
e determined to be
•e•that
Use the SDP Worksheet that contains the POSabdinitiating event
applicable in Step 4.1. EXCEPTIONS: (1),For LOI precursors where the leak path would
rator--pmtio
ervention, the use the LOLC
naturally terminate at the bottom of the hoie~g withouiox
worksheets and event trees. (2) For LOOP findinis in POSSif:failure of the cavity seal could
occur following LOOP or SBO, thenAis the LOOP POS 2Yorksheets. If the cavity seal stays
intact, then the finding is screened ee.L
Detailed guidance for initiatihg event charactenzation can be found in Sections 6.6 of the Basis
iesare Worksheetcoimn headings.
Document.Underierhnedned 1
Enter the t1ie to boiling, the time to core uncovery, and the time to core
Step4.2.1•4
damage6in the-first line ofthegWoiisheet and the IEL in each row of the lower section of
the worl heett Table 9 can.iib used to estimate time to core damage from hot leg
mid~pane conditions. Below the safety function section of the Worksheet is a listing of
core damage sequences associated with the initiating event being evaluated. Evaluate all
dsequences for the apphlcable initiating event in the applicable POS.

S. Step 4.2.2
..
I
,.

1 Determine the remaining creditable mitigation capability for each safety
function assurming the occurrence of the initiating event, and using the reported status of
-plant-equi-pment and the times to boiling and core damage. The various Safety Functions
lNeeded to mitigate the specific initiating event are listed in the first column of the SDP
~Worheet. The creditable plant-specific capability that is potentially available to satisfy
the safety function is described in the second column, entitled Success Criteria and
Important Instrumentation. Use the Event Tree associated with the Worksheet to help
understand the successes and failures associated with each accident sequence.

October 24, 2002
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Step 4.2.2.1 Determine the Equipment Credit based on the remaining
equipment capability for each affected safety function. Use guidance in Tables 7
and 8, and notes in the Worksheet to enter the Equipment Credit in the third
column of the Worksheet. Document key assumptions. Any credited equipment
must be monitored by the licensee under the provisions of 10 CFR 50.65 (the
Maintenance Rule).
Step 4.2.2.2 Determine the Operator Credit based on tliejtime,,and complexity of
operator actions to use the available equipment to achievetheach safety
function. Take into account the availabilityhfinstrumeintation, Jarms, time and
procedures for the operator. Table 6 provides general guidance for operator credits
and the Worksheets contain sequence specific guidance. Document key,.
assumptions.
Step 4.2.2.3 Determine the Credit for Functaion foreach Safety Function Needed.
jrator Credit, and enter the value in
Select the lower of Equipment Credit and

<

this column.

Step 4.2.3 Working in the lower section-f6the.Wo'ksheet, deter-mine the risk increase for
the Finding. Use the Event Tree associatedivith theWorksheet to help understand the
successes and failures associated ,with each accloent ýs'euenpe.
Step 4.2.3.1 Enter the,Mitigation Credit in fhe form of a additive equation of
Credit for Functions' froi the upper sectionbf the worksheet for each Core
Damage Sequence,ý For exarnple, takettie Core Damage Sequence is LOLC - SG
- BLEED - Ri-RS. If the CreditT6irFuhction for SG is 0 (meaning steam
generators
availab
is 4 and for RHR-S is 2, enter 0+4+2
i n•o the Mitigation Credit column.
~Stepý423.2 Recover credit IS NOT used for precursor findings since recovery
is alreadyfactored iitf6othe availability of the safety functions. Therefore, the
recovery credit should be left blank.
Step 4.2.3-,Sumn these credit values (ML + Mitigation Credit + Recovery) for
each sequence and enter the value in the Result column. Go to Step 4.4.
Step 4•3 Evaluationof Mitigation Capability for Condition Findings
Use the SDP Worksheet(s) that contain the POSs and initiating events that were determined to be
applicable in Step 4.2. Detailed guidance for initiating event characterization can be found in
Sections 6.6 of the Basis Document. Perform the following steps on the Worksheet for each
applicable POS and initiating event.

October 24, 2002
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Step 4.3.1 Enter the time to boiling, the time to core uncovery, and the time to core
damage in the first line of the Worksheet. Table 9 can be used to help estimate time to
core uncovery and core damage from hot leg rnidplane conditions with a vented RCS.
Often, time to boiling is tracked and monitored by the licensee.
Step 4.3.2 Determine which Core Damage Sequences are affected by the finding. Circle
the affected safety function(s) in the Core Damage Sequences in the lowerdrea of the
Worksheet. Write the IEL in each row of the lower section of theworks•1•& that
corresponds to an affected sequence.
,
z
Step 4.3.2 Determine the remaining creditable mitigation capability for safety functions,
assuming the occurrence of the initiating event, and using the reportedstatus'of, plant'
equipment and the times to boiling and core damage. The~yarious Safet(yFunctionsi
Needed to mitigate the specific initiating event areb.i" in the first columnnofie 'SDP
Worksheet. This step only needs to be done for s~fetyrunctions that appear in affected
sequences, as identified in Step 4.3.1. The creditablel-Pant-spcific capability that is
potentially available to satisfy the safety function is described inthe second column,
entitled Success Criteria and Important Instrumentation. Pay particular attention to the
safety functions affected by the finding.-/Use, the Event Tree associated with the
Worksheet to help understand the successes and failures associated with each accident
sequence.
-2'
Step 4.3.2.1
Deterifine the Eqjuipment Credit based on the remaining
equipment c bhfor eachIdffected safe function. Use guidance in Tables 7
and 8, and notes in the WorkBheet to enter the Equipment Credit in the third
column of the&oiksheet. bocu'rent•key assumptions. Any credited equipment
nust be /omtnto&e by the licenseeuunder the provisions of 10 CFR 50.65 (the
Maintenanc6' Ru~le).\
Step 4.3.2.2 Determine jhe Operator Credit based on the time and complexity of
operator actions to use the available equipment to achieve the each safety
•fuctiion1P',bk 6 provides general guidance for operator credits and the
Workshnets contain sequence specific guidance. Document key assumptions.
Step 4.3213 Determine the Credit for Function for each Safety Function Needed.
Select the'lower of Equipment Credit and Operator Credit, and enter the value in
this c6olumn.
Step 433 Working in the lower section of the Worksheet, determine the risk increase for
-- theiending. Use the Event Tree associated with the Worksheet to help understand the
successes and failures associated with each accident sequence.

October 24, 2002
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Step 4.3.3.1 Enter the Mitigation Credit in the form of a additive equation of
Credit for Functions from the upper section of the worksheet for each Core
Damage Sequence. For example, take the Core Damage Sequence is LOLC - SG
- BLEED - RHR-S. If the Credit for Function for SG is 0 (meaning steam
generators are not available), for BLEED is 4 and for RHR-S is 2, enter 0+4+2
into the Mitigation Credit column.
Step 4.3.3.2 Enter the Recovery credit and document t
provided at the bottom of the Worksheet. Forphase 2
credit is not used.
j+ Mitiatio
Step 4.3.3.3 Sum these credit values
thec "dYu
valuein
the
enter
and
sequence
each affected

Step 4.3.3.4 Go to the next applicable Workshebet-and
Worksheets are completed, continue to Ste6p 4.4ý.
Step 4.4 Estimating the Risk Significance of Insption Findings
The risk significance of an inspection fiudiingis determined in
power findings. Use IMC 0609, Afpendix AStepo2.4 "Esti
Significance of Inspection Findings" to determine ih6 risk'gsigi

October 24, 2002
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Figure 1 Determination of Applicable POSs and Time Windows - PWRs
TS Modes
HSD

CSD

Refueling

POS Groups
(PGs) and Time
Windows (TWs)

CSD

HSD
Estimated
Duration Applicable PGs & TWs
(in days)

POS Group Timing
RHR
Initiated

Start
Draining

Level at

Level at

23'

23'

RCS
Refilled

I

I

I

I

*

I

I

I

RHR
Off

II

TW-E
TW-L

PG I
PG II
PG III

PG I/TW-E

PG I/TW-L
PG II/TW-E

PG II/TW-L
PG III

Dates

Exposure Time

October 24, 2002
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Table I - Initiating Event Likelihood (IELs) For LOLC Precursors
Time to RHR loss
due to loss of
RHR function due
to loss of NPSH
or vortexing
assuming no
successful
operator action

October 24, 2002

Was RCS Level Indic..
Reasonable Reflection
of RCS level ?

Can Action to
Recover RHR be
identified within ½
time to RHR loss?

1/2 time to RHR

loss?

AND

Is DHR flow indic. &
DHR motor current
available

Can Action to
Recover RHR be I
performed within

Eg. Decrease RHR
pump flow ratelor
increase RCS leel
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Table 2 - Initiating Event Likelihoods (IELs) for LOOP Precursors

Type of LOOP precursor
Actual LOOP occurred
Work Activities have the potential to
affect existing power supplies
(example: crane operating close to a
Reserve Auxiliary Transformer
supplying power to RHR without
adequate controls on its movement)

October 24, 2002
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Estimated

Table 3 - Initiating Event Likelihood (IELs) For LOI Precursors

Time to RHR loss
due to loss of RHR
pump suction Given
no successful
operator action

Can leak
path be
readily
identified
within 1/z
time to loss
of RHR/

Was RCS Level Indic..
Reasonable
Reflection of
RCS level ?
AND

(X = time to loss of
RHR pump suction)

Is DHR flow indic. &
DHR motor current
available (LOLC events
only)
N/A

N/A't

1o<x< 30 mn.

YES

YES

10<x< 30min.

NO

N/A

10<X<30min.

YES

10<x<30 m.

YES

LOI occurred

Can drain path be
isolated by at least
one functional
valve such that
train, ,RHRc' n
be re-starte&

Estimated
IEL

(el.notiRHR
suction valýes)

.

•N/A

0

X<10 min.

7

N

...

N/AA

0

XS/A

0
0

ENO
SNI

30<x< 60 min.

YES

30<x< 60min.

NO

;

YES ?

A

...

~NO

30<X <601=n%

YES

2
0NIAN

N/A

0

30<X<'60,mnin." .

YES'

YES

NO

0

1HR<X<4HR,,

S
,YES

YES

YES

3

NHR<X<4,

YES

YES

1

IHR<)X4HR

\YES

NO

N/A

0

1HR<X<4HR

YES@

YES

NO

0

ýS

YES

YES

3

HR
X>HR

NO

YES

YES

1

•X4IR•:,.•

YES

NO

N/A

0

X>HR

YES

YES

NO

0

TABLE 4 - INITIATING EVENT LIKELIHOODS (IELs) FOR LORHR PRECURSORS
October 24, 2002
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Findings affecting loss of the operating train of RHR and RHR supports system including CCW, SRW, AC, DC

Time to RHR loss
given no successful
operator action

Trouble Alarms Present
for Finding AND Core
I Exit Thermocouples
(CETs)
Ex. DHR high temp.
DHR low flow

Can Action to
Recover RHR be
identified within ½
time to RHR loss?
Eg. RHR recovery
procedures, Suppor
System Recovery

Support System
Trouble Alarms
Ex. CCW low flow
LORHR occurred
OR< 10 minutes

I N/A

10<X<30 min.
10<X< 30 min.
10 <X< 30rain.
10<X< 30 min.
30<X< 60min.
30<X< 60min.
30<X< 60mrn.
30>X <60min
Ihr< X<4 hr.,-,_

Ihr <X< 4 hr.•'
1 hr <X-4hr.
lhr<X< 4 hr.
Ihr

October 24, 2002
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Table 5 - Initiating Event Likelihoods (IELs) for Condition Findings - PWRs

Loss of offsite power (LOOP),
Loss of RHR (LORHR)
Loss of Inventory (LOI)
Loss of Level Control
(LOLC)'

LOLC is only applicable to POS group II.

LORHR and LOI are not applicable to PR

'Loss of level control failure is dominated by likelihood of overdraining to reach midloop
conditions (this is a demand failure)
October 24, 2002
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Table 6 - Adjustment to Credits for Oper-Ator Actions
To Use:
Take operator action from %vorksheet and adjust credits using rows 1, 2, and 3.

I

Table 7 - Mitigation Capability Credits for Installed Equipment
October 24, 2002
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Remaining
Capability
Rating

Type of Remaining Capability
Recovery of Failed Train
Operator action to recover failed equipment that is capable of being recovered after an initiating event
occurs. Action may take place either in the control room or outside the control room and is assumed to,,
have a failure probability of approximately 0.1 when credited as "Remaining Mitigation Capability.",
Credit should be given only if the followifig criteria are satisfied: (1) sufficient time is available; (2)j
environmental conditions allow access, where needed; (3) procedures exist; (4) training is conducted on
the existing procedures under similar conditions; and (5) any equipment-needed to perforrni these actions
>
is available and ready for use.

1
•
.

1 Automatic Steam-Driven (ASD) Train..
A collection of associated equipment that includes a single turbine-driven component to provide 100% of
a specified safety function. The probabihty of such a train being unavailable due to failure, test, or
maintenance is assumed to be-approximately 0.1 when credited as "'Remaining Mitigation Capability."
1 Train

2

A collection of associated equipment (e.g., pumps, valves, breakers, etc.) that together can provide 100%
of a specified safety function. The probability of this equipment being unavailable due to failure, test, or
maintenance is approximately IE-2 when credited as "Remaining Mitigation Capability.",1 Multi-Train System

3

A system comprised of two or more trains (as defined above)Ahat are consideired susceptible to common
cause failure modes. The probability of this equipment being unavailable due to failure, test, or
maintenance is approximately 1E-3 when credited as "Remaining Mitigation Capability," regardless of
"
how many trains comprise the system',
2 Diverse Trains-,

4 (=2+2)

A system comprised of two trains (as defined above) that are not considered to be susceptible to common
cause failure modes. The probability of this equipment being unavailable due to failure, test, or
maintenance is appro-ximatelyX_IE-4 when-credited as "Remaining Mitigation Capability."

ystems such as AC or CCW or SWS failing to

3
+

isly runnning support systems such as AC, CCW or WSW failing to

October 24, 2002
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4

PWR

TABLE 8 - CREDIT FOR TEMPORARY EQUIPMENT
Mitigation Capability

Credits

Equipment available during power operation and
available during shutdown operation

Use credit similar to at-power SDP; manual
alignment and actuation may be needed limiting
the credit to the credit for operator action

Temporary Equipment (e.g. skid mounted diesel)
that is available during shutdown; equipment and
tools needed are staged for quick hookup

Use credit of 1

October 24, 2002
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TABLE 9 - Definitions and Characterizations of Time Windows
from the Surry Shutdown PRA (NUREG/CR-6144 Table 5.4-20) assuming a vented RCS
(RCS temperature initially 140F)
Window 1

Window 2

Window 3

Window 4

Definitions

< 75 hrs

75 hrs < X <240 hrs

240 hrs <X < 32 days

32 days < X

Decay Heat

13MW (2 days)

10 MW (5 days)

7 MW (12 days)

5 MW (32 days)

TBB (from

15 min.

20 min.

27 min.

37 min.

120 min.

157 min.

209 min.

273 min.

219 min.

297 min.

411 min.

557min.

midloop)

Time to Core
Uncovery
Time to Core

Damage

October 24, 2002

I

________

__________

__________
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_______

PWR

Loss of
Level
Control

Steam
Generator
Cooling

RCS
Injection
And
Bleed

Recover
RHR before
RWST
Depletion

Make-up
to RWST
before CD

LOLC

SG

FEED&BLEED

RHR-R

RWSTMU

#

OK 1
OK 2
OK 3
CD 4
CD 5

Loss of Level Control - PWR POS-1
LOLC1 LOLCI
-

2002/10/24

2002/10124

Page 4

Page 4

Worksheet 1. SDP for a Westinghouse 4-Loop Plant
FILL IN:

TIME TO BOILING

Loss Level Control in POS 1 (LOLC - POS 1)

-

TIME TO CORE UNCOVERY

TIME TO CORE DAMAGE

(NOTE: losses of inventory shorten time to core uncovery and core damage)
Safety Functions
Needed:
SG Cooling
Maintained (SG)

Success Criteria and Important Instrumentation:

Equip. Credit

Operator maintains SG cooling by: (1) maintaining
adequate level for 24 hours and (2) venting steam from
SGs, and (3) keeping RCS closed. Operator needs

Operator Credit

Credit for Function

Credit = 3 if supported
by procedures and
analyses

SG level and pressure indication.

RCS Injection
(FEED&
BLEED)

Operator initiates RCS injection before CD requires:
Istandby ECCS train or injection train capable of
keeping core covered, pressurizer level indic., CETs.
AND

Credit = 4, CD assumed
>3 hrs w/o injection

Operator also opens a RCS vent path (ex PORV) for
pressure control.,

RHR recovery
before RWST
depletion (RHR-

Operator fills RCS, vents RHR pumps, and restarts
RHR before RWST depletion, requires: CET w/hi
alarm, RHR inlet/outlet temp indic., RHR flow indic.

R)

w/low alarm

Borated Water
Makeup before
CD(RWSTMU)

Operator initiates RWST makeup before RWST
depletion with boric acid transfer pumps and primary
grade water, RWST level indic

Credit = 3 time until
RWST depletion
assumed > 10 hrs
Credit= I if needed <16
hours
Credit =2 if needed > 16
iI-hours

Circle Affected Functions
LOLC - SG

-

RHR-R

LOLC - SG

-

FEED&BLEED (5)

October 24, 2002

-

RWSTMU (4)

TEL
____

J___

Mitigation Credit

Recovery

______________

______________

______

-23-

PWR

Result

Identify any operator recovery actions that are credited to directly restore the degraded equipment or initiating event:

If operator actions are required to credit placing mitigation equipment in service or for recovery actions, such credit should be given only if the following cntena are met: !) sufficient time
is available to implement these actions. 2) environmental conditions allow access where needed, 3) procedures exist, 4) training is conducted on the existing procedures under conditions
similar to the scenario assumed, and 5) any equipment needed to complete these actions is available and ready for use.

Notes: Failure to recover RHR before RWST depletion is assumed to fail recirculation from the sump.

October 24, 2002

-24-

PWR

Loss of
Level
Control

RCS
Injection
before
CD

Recover
RHR before
RWST
Depletion

Make-up
to RWST
before CD

LOLC

FEED

RHR-R

RWSTMU

#

1

OK

2

OK

3

CD

4

CD1

Loss of Level Control - PWR POS-2
LOLC2 -

2002/10/24

Page 5

Worksheet 2. SDP for a Westinghouse 4-Loop Plant FILL IN:

TIME TO BOILING

Safety
Functions
Needed:
RCS injection
before CD
(FEED)
RHR recovery
before RWST
depletion
(RHR-R)
Borated Water
Makeup before
CD(RWSTMU)

Loss Level Control in POS 2 (LOLC - POS 2)

TIME TO CORE UNCOVERY
TIME TO CORE DAMAGE
(NOTE: losses of inventory shorten time to core uncovery and core damage)

Success Criteria and Important
Instrumentation:

Equip. Credit

Operator initiates RCS injection before CD
requires: lstandby ECCS train or injection train
capable of keeping core covered, pressuirzer level
indic., CETs,
Operator fills RCS, vents RHR pumps, and
restarts RHR before RWST depletion, requires:
CET w/hi alarm, RHR inlet/outlet temp indic.,
RHR flow indic. w/low alarm
Operator initiates RWST makeup before RWST
depletion with boric acid transfer pumps and
primary grade water, RWST level indic
• ___
___ ____

Operator Credit

Credit = 5, CD
assumed >3 hrs w/o
injection
N/A

_16

T•T.'

Credit = 3 time to
RWST depletion
>10hrs
Credit = 1 if needed
<16 hours
Credit = 2 if needed >
hours
rnrn.,

LOI - RHR-R-RWSTMU (3)
LOI -FEED (4)

October 24, 2002
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PWR

Credit for
Function

Identify any operator recovery actions that are credited to directly restore the degraded equipment or initiating event:

If operator actions are required to credit placing mitigation equipment in service or for recovery actions, such credit should be given only if the following criteria are met: I) sufficient time
is available to implement these actions, 2) environmental conditions allow access where needed, 3) procedures exist, 4) training is conducted on the existing procedures under conditions
similar to the scenario assumed, and 5) any equipment needed to complete these actions is available and ready for use.

Notes: Failure to recover RHR before RWST depletion is assumed to fail recirculation from the sump.

October 24, 2002

-26-

PWR

Loss of
Offsite
Power

AC Power

LOOP

EAC

SG Cooling
Maintained

SGSBO

Recovery of

Power within
3 hours
(before CD)
RLOOP3

#

END-STATE-NAMES

1

LORHR

2

OK

3

OK

4

CD

Loss of Offsite Power - PWR POS-1

LOOP -

2002/10/24

2002/10/24

Page 6
Page 6

Worksheet 3. SDP for a Westinghouse 4-Loop Plant FILL IN:

Loss of Offsite Power in POS 1 (LOOP - POS 1)
TIME TO CORE DAMAGE

TIME TO CORE UNCOVERY

TIME TO BOILING

(NOTE: losses of inventory shorten time to core uncovery and core damage)
Safety Functions
Needed:

One EDG or alternate AC source 2

Emergency AC
starts and loads

Operator Credit

Equip. Credit

Success Criteria and Important Instrumentation:

Credit for Function

N/A

(EAC)

Credit = 3 if supported
by procedures and
analyses

Operator maintains SG cooling by: (1) maintaining
adequate level for 24 hours and (2) venting steam
from SGs, and (3) keeping RCS closed. Operator

SG cooling
maintained
(SGSBO)

needs SG level and pressure indication.

Operator recovers
offsite power
before CD

Recovery of offsite power before core damage given
SGSBO railed

(RLOOP3)___________________

Circle Affected Functions

IEL

Credit = 1 (assumes
CD = 3 hours)

N/A

_________

____________

Mitigation Credit

I

Recovery

___

I

Results

LOOP-EAC-SGSBO-RLOOP3 (3)
Identify any operator recovery actions that are credited to directly restore the degraded equipment or initiating event:

If operator actions are required to credit placing mitigation equipment in service or for recovery actions, such credit should be given only if the following criteria are met. I) sufficient time

is available to implement these actions, 2) environmental conditions allow access where needed, 3) procedures exist. 4) training is conducted on the existing procedures under conditions
similar to the scenario assumed, and 5) any equipment needed to complete these actions is available and ready for use.

2

1f time

to CD minus time to actuate AC source > 1 hr then equipment limited, else credit for alternate source = 0

October 24, 2002
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PWR

Loss of
Offsite
Power

AC Power

Gravity
Feed
before
CD

Recovery of
Power (EDG
or Offsite)
4 hours

Recovery of
Power (EDG
or Offslte)
18 hours

LOOP

EAC

GRAVITY

RLOOP4

RLOOP18

#

END-STATE-NAMES

1

LORHR

2

OK

3

CD

4

OK

5

CD

Loss of Offsite Power - PWR POS-2

LOOP2-LOOP2

2002/10/24
2002/10/24

Page 7
Page 7

Worksheet 4. SDP for a Westinghouse 4-Loop Plant FILL IN:

TIME TO BOILING

Safety Functions
Needed:
Emergency AC
starts and loads
(EAC)
Gravity Feed
(GRAVITY)
before CD
Operator recovers
offsite power
before CD
(RLOOP4)
Operator recovers
offsite power
before CD
(RLOOPI8)

LOOP-EAC-RLOOP

TIME TO CORE UNCOVERY _
_
TIME TO CORE DAMAGE
(NOTE: losses of inventory shorten time to core uncovery and core damage)

Success Criteria and Important Instrumentation:
One EDG or alternate AC source

Recovery of offsite power before core damage given
successful gravity feed (CD assumed at 18 hours)

TEL

Equip. Credit

Operator Credit

Credit for Function

N/A

Operator initiates Gravity Feed assuming SBO before
core damage. Requires: large RCS vent sufficient to
support gravity feed, RWST inventory, and available
flow path, procedures, and supporting analyses
Recovery of offsite power before core damage given
unsuccessful gravity feed (CD assumed at 4 hours)

Circle Affected Functions

Loss of Offsite Power in POS 2 (LOOP - POS 2)

Credit = 2

Credit = I

N/A

Credit = 2

N/A

Remaining Mitigation Capability Rating
for Each Affected Sequence

Recovery

Result

18 (3)

LOOP-EAC-GRAVITY-RLOOP4
(5)

'If time to CD minus time to actuate AC source > 1 hr then equipment limited, else credit for alternate source = 0
October 24, 2002
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Identify any operator recovery actions that arc credited to directly restore the degraded equipment or initiating event:

If operator actions are required to credit placing mitigation equipment in service or for recovery actions, such credit should be given only if the following criteria are met: I) sufficient time
is available to implement these actions, 2) environmental conditions allow access where needed, 3) procedures exist, 4) training is conducted on the existing procedures under conditions
similar to the scenario assumed, and 5) any equipment needed to complete these actions is available and ready for use.

October 24, 2002

-29-

PWR

Loss
of
Inventory

RCS
Injection

Leak
Isolated
before RWST
Depletion

Leak Isolated
before
Uncovery

SG
Cooling

Vent Path
for Feed
and
Bleed

RHR recovery
before RWST
depletion

RWST
Makeup
Before
CD

LOI

FEED

LEAK-STOP

LEAK-STOP2

SG

BLEED

RHR-R

RWSTMU

ENO-STATE-NAMES

OK 1
OK 2
OK 3
CD 4
CD 5
OK 6
CD 7
OK 8
CD 9
CD 10

Loss of Inventory - PWR POS-1

LOll -

2002/10/24

Page I

Worksheet 5. SDP for a Westinghouse 4-Loop Plant
FILL IN:

TIME TO BOILING

Safety Functions
Needed:
RCS injection
(FEED)

-

Loss of Inventory in POS I (LOI - POS I)

TIME TO CORE UNCOVERY _
_
TIME TO CORE DAMAGE
(NOTE: losses of inventory shorten time to core uncovery and core damage)

Success Criteria and Important Instrumentation:

Equip. Credit

Operator Credit

Operator initiates RCS injection before CD requires:
lstandby ECCS train or injection train capable of
keeping core covered, pressuirzer level indic., CETs,
Operator isolates leak before RWST depletion,
requires: one available valve such that RHR can be
restarted (not RHR isolation valves), pressurizer level
indic. w/ low alarm

Credit = 4, CD assumed
>3 hrs w/o injection

Leak Path
Terminated
before core
uncovery given
no FEED
(LEAK-STOP2)

Operator isolates leak before core uncovery, requires:
one available valve such that RHR can be restarted
(not RHR isolation valves), pressurizer level indic. w/
low alarm

Credit = 2 (assumes leak
path identified within 30
miin. and core uncovery
> lhr)

SG Cooling
(SG)

Operator maintains SG cooling by: (1) maintaining
adequate level for 24 hours, (2) venting steam from
SGS, and (3) keeping the RCS closed. Operator needs
SG level and pressure indic.
Operator opens a PORV or vent path large enough to
remove decay heat

Credit = 3, if supported
by procedures and
analyses

Leak Path
Terminated
before RWST
depletion (LEAKSTOP)

RCS Vent path
for Feed and
Bleed (BLEED)
RHR recovery
before RWST
depletion
(RHR-R)

October 24, 2002

Operator fills RCS, vents RHR pumps, and restarts
RHR before RWST depletion, requires: CET w/hi
alarm, RHR inlet/outlet temp indic., RHR flow indic.
w/low alarm

Credit = 3 (assumed >10
hrs to depletion)

Credit = 3

N/A

-30-

Credit = 3 time until
RWST depletion> 10
hrs

PWR

Credit for Function

Borated Water
Makeup before
CD(RWSTMU)

Operator initiates RWST makeup before RWST
depletion with boric acid transfer pumps and primary
grade water, RWST level indic

Circle Affected Functions

,

, hours

Mitigation Credit

IEL
+

Credit = 1 if needed <
16 hours
Credit = 2 if needed > 16

4

Recovery

Result

9

1

9

I

LOT - SG - RHR-R - RWSTMU (4)

LOI-SG-BLEED (5)
4

4

9

I

4

4

9

9

4

4

9

I

I

I

LOI- LEAKSTOP-RWSTMU (7)
LOT - FEED - SG - (9)
LOT - FEED - LEAKSTOP2 (10)
Identify any operator recovery actions that are credited to directly restore the degraded equipment or initiating event:

If operator actions are required to credit placing mitigation equipment In service or for recovery actions, such credit should be given only If the following criteria are met: 1)
sufficient time is available to implement these actions, 2) environmental conditions allow access where needed, 3) procedures exist, 4) training is conducted on the existing
procedures under conditions similar to the scenario assumed, and 5) any equipment needed to complete these actions is available and ready for use.

Notes: Failure to recover RHR before RWST depletion is assumed to fail recirculation from the sump.

October 24, 2002
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PWR

Loss
of
Inventory

RCS
Injection
before CD

Terminated
before RWST
Depletion

RHR Recovery
before
RWST
Depletion

RWST
Makeup
Before
CD

LOI

FEED

LEAK-STOP

RHR-R

RWSTMU

#

END-STATE-NAMES

1

OK

2

OK

3

CD

4

OK

5

CD

6

CD

Loss of Inventory - PWR POS-2
L012 -

LOl2-

2002110/24

2002110/24

Page 2

Page 2

Worksheet 6. SDP for a Westinghouse 4-Loop Plant

FILL IN:

TIME TO BOILING

Safety Functions
Needed:
RCS injection
before CD
(FEED)
Leak Path
Terminated
before RWST
depletion (LEAKSTOP) 2

2If leak

TIME TO CORE DAMAGE
TIME TO CORE UNCOVERY
(NOTE: losses of inventory shorten time to core uncovery and core damage)
Operator Credit

Equip. Credit

Success Criteria and Important Instrumentation:

Credit for Function

Credit = 5, CD
assumed >3 hrs w/o
injection

Operator initiates RCS injection before CD
requires: lstandby ECCS train or injection train
capable of keeping core covered, pressuirzer level
indic., CETs, visual indications
Operator isolates leak before RWST depletion,
requires: one available valve such that RHR can be
restarted (not RHR isolation valves), pressurizer
level indic. w/ low alarm

Operator fills RCS, vents RHR pumps, and
restarts RHR before RWST depletion, requires:
CET w/hi alarm, RHR inlet/outlet temp indic.,
RHR flow indic. w/low alarm
Operator initiates RWST makeup before RWST
depletion with boric acid transfer pumps and
primary grade water, RWST level indic
I_

RHR recovery
before RWST
depletion
(RHR-R)
Borated Water
Makeup before
CD(RWSTMU)
I_

Loss of Inventory In POS 2 (LOT - POS 2)

-

Credit = 3 (assumed
>10 hrs to depletion)

N/A

1

Credit = 3 time to
RWST depletion
>10hrs
Credit = 1 if needed <
16 hours
Credit =2 if needed >
,
6 hours

1

I,,_

_____

path is back to the RWST, then use operator credit = 5 to account that RWST will not deplete but will heat up without

cooling.
October 24, 2002
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PWR

I

Circle Affected Functions

TEL

Mitigation Credit

Recovery

Result

LOI - RItR-R-RWSTMU (3)

LOT- LEAK-ST-RWSTMU

(5)

LOI -FEED (6)
Identify any operator recovery actions that are credited to directly restore the degraded equipment or initiating event:

If operator actions are required to credit placing mitigation equipment In service or for recovery actions, such credit should be given only if the following criteria are met: 1)
sufficient time is available to implement these actions, 2) environmental conditions allow access where needed, 3) procedures exist, 4) training is conducted on the existing
procedures under conditions similar to the scenario assumed, and 5) any equipment needed to complete these actions is available and ready for use.

Notes: Failure to recover RHR before RWST depletion is assumed to fail recirculation from the sump.

October 24, 2002
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PWR

Loss
of
Inventory

RCS
Injection
Before
CD

Terminated
before RCS
and makeup
Depletion

RHR recovery
before water
inventory
depleted

LOI

FEED

LEAK-STOP

RHR-R

END-STATE-NAMES

#

1

OK

2

CD

3

CD

4

CD

Loss of Inventory - PWR POS-3

L013 -

L013

-

2002/10/24

2002/10/24

Page 3
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Worksheet 7. SDP for a Westinghouse 4-Loop Plant
FILL IN:

TIME TO BOILING

Safety Functions
Needed:
RCS injection
before CD
(FEED)
Leak terminated
before RCS
injection cannot
be sustained and
CD occurs
(LEAK-STOP)
RHR recovery
before RCS
injection cannot
be sustained and
CD results (RIIR
I "

Loss of Inventory in POS 3 (LOI - POS 3)

-

TIME TO CORE UNCOVERY
TIME TO CORE DAMAGE
(NOTE: losses of inventory shorten time to core uncovery and core damage)

Success Criteria and Important Instrumentation:

Equip. Credit

Operator Credit

Operator initiates RCS injection before CD
requires: 1 standby ECCS train or injection train
capable of keeping core covered, a source of
borated water, RCS level indic., CETs,
Operator isolates drain path using at least one
functional valve such that RHR can be restarted.

Credit = 5, CD
assumed >3 hrs w/o
injection

Operator fills RCS, vents RHR pumps, and
restarts RHR system. Requires: RCS level, DHR
temp inlet/outlet, DHR flow w/low alarm.

Credit = 3 time to CD
assumed > 4 hours

I,,

Credit = 3 time to CD
assumed > 4 hours

I,

IEL

Circle Affected Functions

I,,,,~

Mitigation Credit

Recovery

I........
1

4

4

4

4

4

I

I

4

4

4

1

LOI - RHR-R- (2)
LOI - LEAK-STOP (3)
LOI -FEED (4)

October 24, 2002

Credit for Function

-34-

PWR

Sequence Color

Identify any operator recovery actions that are credited to directly restore the degraded equipment or initiating event:

If operator actions are required to credit placing mitigation equipment in service or for recovery actions, such credit should be given only ifthe following criteria are met: 1) sufficient
time is available to implement these actions, 2) environmental conditions allow access where needed, 3) procedures exist, 4) training is conducted on the existing procedures under
conditions similar to the scenario assumed, and 5) any equipment needed to complete these actions is available and ready for use.

Notes: Failure to recover RHR before RWST depletion is assumed to fail recirculation from the sump.

October 24, 2002
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PWR

Loss of
RHR In
POS-1

Recover
RHR before
Boiling

Steam
Generator
Cooling

RCS
Injection
And
Bleed

Recover RHR
before
RWST
Depletion

Make-up
to RWST
before CD

LORHR1

RHR-S

SG

FEED&BLEED

RHR-R

RWSTMU

#

END-STATE-NAMES

1

OK

2

OK

3

OK

4

OK

5

CD

6

CD

Loss of RHR - PWR POS-1

LORHR1 -

LORHRI

-

2002/10/24

2002/10124
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Worksheet 8. SDP for a Westinghouse 4-Loop Plant FILL IN:

TIME TO BOILING

Safety Functions
Needed:

TIME TO CORE UNCOVERY_
TIME TO CORE DAMAGE
(NOTE: losses of inventory shorten time to core uncovery and core damage)

Success Criteria and Important Instrumentation:

Equip. Credit'

RHR recovery
before RCS
boiling (RHR-S)

CET w/hi alarm, RHR inlet/outlet temp indic.,
RHR flow indic. w/low alarm

SG Cooling
(SG)

Operator maintains SG cooling by: (1) maintaining
adequate level for 24 hours, (2) venting steam from
SGS, and (3) keeping the RCS closed. Operator
needs SG level and pressure indic.
Operator initiates RCS injection before CD
requires: lstandby ECCS train or injection train
capable of keeping core covered, pressurizer level
indic., CETs,
AND
Operator also opens a RCS vent path (ex PORV) to
control RCS pressure
Operator fills RCS, vents RHR pumps, and
restarts RHR before RWST depletion, requires:
CET w/hi alarm, RHR inlet/outlet temp indic.,
RHR flow indic. wv/low alarm

RCS injection
AND bleed
(FEED&BLEED)

RIIR recovery
before RWST
depletion
(RHR-R)

Loss of RHR in POS I (LORHR - POS I)

Operator Credit2

Credit for Function

Credit = 1 if TBB>20
minutes
Credit = 0 if TBB <20
minutes
Credit = 3, if
supported by
procedures and
analyses
Credit = 4, CD
assumed >3 hrs w/o
injection

Credit = 3 time until
RWST depletion > 10
hrs.

'if performance deficiency is being transferred from LOOP tree, analyst must consider if the front line systems and necessary
support systems are supported from successful EAC.
2For

the safety function RHR-S, when being transferred from LOOP tree, if TBB < 10 minutes and re-start of RHR requires
operator action outside the control room, then operator credit = 0. Otherwise, operator credit = 1.
October 24, 2002
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PWR

Borated Water

Operator initiates RWST makeup before RWST

Credit = 1 if needed <

Makeup before

depletion with boric acid transfer pumps and

16 hours

CD(RWSTMU)

primary grade water, RWST level indic

Credit =2 if needed >

16 hours
Circle Affected Functions

TEL

Mitigation Credit

Recovery

Result

LORHR - RHR-S - SG - RHR-R
RWSTMU (5)
LORItR - RHR-S - SG

FEED&BLEED (6)
Identify any operator recovery actions that are credited to directly restore the degraded equipment or initiating event:

If operator actions are required to credit placing mitigation equipment In service or for recovery actions, such credit should be given only if the following criteria are met: 1)

sufficient time is available to implement these actions, 2) environmental conditions allow access where needed, 3) procedures exist, 4) training is conducted on the existing
procedures under conditions similar to the scenario assumed, and 5) any equipment needed to complete these actions is available and ready for use.

Notes: Failure to recover RHR before RWST depletion is assumed to fail recirculation from the sump.

October 24, 2002
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PWR

Loss of
RHR in
POS-2

Recover
RHR before
Boiling

RCS
Injection

Recover
RHR before
RWST
Depletion

Make-up
to RWST
before CD

LORHR2

RHR-S

FEED

RHR-R

RWSTMU

END-STATE-NAMES

1

OK

2

OK

3

OK

4

CD

5

CD

Loss of RHR - PWR POS-2
LORHR2-

2002/10/24
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Worksheet 9. SDP for a Westinghouse 4-Loop Plant FILL IN:

TIME TO BOILING

Safety Functions
Needed:

TIME TO CORE UNCOVERY
TIME TO CORE DAMAGE
(NOTE: losses of inventory shorten time to core uncovery and core damage)

Success Criteria and Important Instrumentation:

RHR recovery
before RCS
boiling (RHR-S)

CET w/hi alarm, RHR inlet/outlet temp indic.,
RHR flow indic. w/low alarm

RCS injection
before CD

Operator initiates RCS injection before CD
requires: lstandby ECCS train or injection train
capable of keeping core covered, RCS level indic.,
CETs,
Operator fills RCS, vents RHR pumps, and
restarts RHR before RWST depletion, requires:
CET w/hi alarm, RHR inlet/outlet temp indic.,
RHR flow indic. w/low alarm
Operator initiates RWST makeup before RWST
depletion with boric acid transfer pumps and
primary grade water, RWST level indic

RHR recovery
before RWST
depletion
(RHR-R)
Borated Water
Makeup before
CD(RWSTMU)

Loss of RHR in POS 2 (LORHR - POS 2)

Equip. Credit'

Operator Credit2

N/A

Credit = 1 if TBB>20
minutes
Credit = 0 if TBB <20
minutes
Credit = 5, CD
assumed >3 hrs w/o
injection

N/A

Credit = 3 time to
RWST depletion
>10hrs

Credit for Function

Credit = I if needed <
16 hours
Credit = 2 if needed >
16 hours

1Ifperformance

deficiency is being transferred from LOOP tree, analyst must consider if the front line systems and necessary
support systems are supported from successful EAC.
2 For

the safety function, RHR-S, when being transferred from LOOP tree, if TBB < 10 minute and re-start of RHR requires
operator action outside the control room, then operator credit = 0. Otherwise, operator credit = 1.
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Circle Affected Functions

IEL

Mitigation Credit

Result

Recovery

LORHR - RHR-S - RHR-R
RWSTMU (4)
LORHR - RHR-S - FEED (5)

1

1

1

1

Identify any operator recovery actions that are credited to directly restore the degraded equipment or initiating event:

If operator actions are required to credit placing mitigation equipment in service or for recovery actions, such credit should be given only
if the following criteria are met: 1) sufficient time is available to implement these actions, 2) environmental conditions allow access where
needed, 3) procedures exist, 4) training is conducted on the existing procedures under conditions similar to the scenario assumed, and
5) any equipment needed to complete these actions is available and ready for use.

Notes: Failure to recover RHR before RWST depletion is assumed to fail recirculation from the sump.
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6.0

BASIS DOCUMENT

6.0.1

Abstract

This report provides a template for assessing the risk significance of the inspection findings for a
Westinghouse Four Loop (PWR) plant during shutdown conditions. This template is intended for
use in the Significance Determination Process (SDP) for shutdown operations underhe US NRC's
Risk-Informed Reactor Oversight Process. It supplements the at-power SDP)by considering
shutdown conditions when the residual heat removal (RHR) system is the xformal means of removing
decay heat. In considering the plant's characteristics at shutaown, wedefin6 tleeeplant operational
state (POS) groups and time windows (TWs) (considerii'g`the elapsed 4i•mefrofm a shutdown),
similar to probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs) for shutdown, that influence the significan'e of
the inspection findings. Because an order-of-magnitude7imnpacto'n risk is assessed"n the'SDP for
determining a color (to represent the risk significance) 'f6r, thfe inspection findings, shutdown
characteristics are defined in terms of fewer POS groipisad time windows than they are in a
shutdown PRA. Additional assumptions also are madeto-a:lowmispectors to quickly assess the
inspection findings. The approach used is similar to liat used•f6oia•at-power SDP so that the
assessment process remains comparable and inspection-findings are treated'similarly. In addition,
the way in which the at-power and shutdown findings a
terninet riaiiis conceptually similar,
facilitating their use by the inspectors.
This template is a generic Westinghiouse 4-1oop template6i and accordingly, plant-specific
characteristics or differences are Mtincluded.e
Plant-specific features and outage-specific
information will be collected by the user who, en can use this template to evaluate the findings of
the inspection. Guidance is given on usIng~the¢template-It covers the adjustment of the initiating
event ratings ifor inspectionlindings which increasei the likelihood of initiating event occurring,
adjustmentof credit for the operator's actionsconsidering the changes in the time available and the
limitations in the available(nstrumentations, and also, adjustment of mitigation credit considering
the temporary equipment that~aiay be used as part of the contingency measures implemented.
6.0.2

OVERVIEW OFTHE SHUTDOWN SDP PROCESS

As diret&d in the SRN4ýt0oSECY'97-168, the staff is inspecting and monitoring licensee
performance at shutdown toens~ure that the licensees are maintaining an adequate mitigation
cap~ability (equipment, instrumentation, policies, procedures, and training). In the Reactor
Over~sight Process (ROP) the significance of such inspection findings is assessed, using a Risk
Informed process, calle'd the Significance Determination Process (SDP). Similar to an at-power
SDP, a'shutdownqSDP consists of three phases: Phase 1, Definition and Initial Screening of
FjndgIs Pthase2, Risk Significance Approximation and Basis; and, Phase 3, Risk Significance
Finlition-and Justification. Figure 1 depicts the three-phase shutdown SDP process. A brief
overview of the shutdown SDP including a description of its three phases is given below. IMC
0609 Appendix G, Shutdown Operations Significance Determination Process, has guidance for
conducting a significance determination for the inspection findings during a shutdown.
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Templates have been developed for conducting Phase 2 assessmeint in the SDP for shutdown
operations. The templates supplement the at-power notebooks for addressing the inspection
findings identified during a plant shutdown. They use a similar conceptual approach to that of at
power Phase 2 SDP and assume that inspectors are familiar with the ideas used in the at-power
notebooks. This report is the template for a Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) plant, developed
considering a Westinghouse 4-loop design. A companion template also was made for a Boiling
Water Reactor (BWR) plant, considering a Westinghouse 4 loop design.
6.1

ENTRY CONDITIONS AND APPLICABILITY,,

6.1.1 Entry Condition and Definition of Inspection Fmdings
,usedto
determine
Inspection Manual Chapter (IMC) 0612 specifies the eyauationpdocess that is
if an inspection observation should be subjected to the SDP process. The shutdowhniSDP provides
a graded risk-informed process to estimate the increase in core Adamage frequency during shutdown
operations from conditions which contribute to unintendeid Tcreases-in risk caused by a licensee's
deficient performance. Conditions which do NOT represent such-a deficiency, as determined by the
staff, are considered part of the acceptable normal shutdown risk, and are NOT candidates for SDP
evaluation. Hence, the entry conditions for theieactorfSafety SDP described in this template
include any degraded equipment, functions, orproissessaffecing the freuency of intiating events,
the avallability/ reliability of mitigation systems, ohetegityeofthe RCS barrier arising from
V
7
deficiencies in the licensee's performance.
'

6.1.2 Phase 1 - Definition and Initial-Screening of the.Findings
In Phase 1, the Shutdown Screeriing tool presentedinIMC 0609 Appendix G is used to characterize
shutdown fi.dings and determine if the finding6shuld be screened out, or further evaluated in a
Phase 2,or'Pase'3,analys.The impact of the finding on the ability of a licensee to maintain the
'sa.
.t t
On•ons (decay heat removal, inventory control, power availability,
five key shutdow'e
reactivity control and containment) is; evalated. These safety functions impact the initiating events
cornerstone, themitiga g
systemsrcomerstone, and the barrier integrity cornerstone. Following
the Phase4'assessmentan iispection finding may undergo further evaluation in Phase 2 or 3.
FIndigswith low-significainieaie set aside. Typically, findings are screened for Phase 2 assessment
beoredetermining whethei '+aPtiase 3 assessment is necessary. However, some findings are directly
screened for Phase 3 assessment. Below, we give examples of findings that are expected to be
screened for Phase 2 4ssessment and also list special findings that directly proceed to Phase 3
assessment.
Example'Findings Requiring Phase 2 Analysis
The following is a sample list of findings that are expected to be screened for a Phase 2 assessment.
0

Findings that reveal deficiencies associated with a licensee's level instrumentation.
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Findings that reveal an increased likelihood of a loss of offsite power or that the licensee's
ability to cope with a loss of offsite power is degraded.
Findings that reveal deficiencies associated with support systems such as SSW, CCW, SRW,
AC power, and DC power that are necessary to maintain the availability of RHR or standby
RCS injection.
Findings demonstrating the licensee's degraded ability to terminate aIeak•path or add to the
"\.
P7K$:
RCS inventory following a loss of RHR.
Findings suggesting that the licensee's degraded ability to recover DHR once it is lost.
Finding showing that the licensee cannot

nitate

plish if DHR
core-coolinpath

cannot be reestablished.

Special Findings Requiring a Phase 3 Analysis, •
Some findings are not covered by the Phase2 wk sheets and go directly to Phase 3 analysis,
bypassing Phase 2. Examples of such findings are as follows:
:pares s ure
:;
*

Potential over-pressurizatiodno low -pressure piping and deficiencies associated with
maintaining low temperature over pressure protection.

*

Use of Nozzle Damsivithbut an adequate RCS ,vent (an adequate vent would prevent nozzle
darNfilure give~nan RCS-,re-pressurization following an extended loss of RHR).

*

Findin Ightncrease me lielioo f having a boron dilution event such as the source
range miohitprs~eig imoperabe~or the RWST having boron concentrations lower than
Technical Specific'ations prescribed values.
,oFindings that involve 'containment closure deficiencies

6.13 Phase 2 Risk-Sigificance Approximation and its Basis
A•Phase,2 assessment conducts an order-of-magnitude evaluation of the risk significance of the
The Phase 2
inspectiori fiidiigs denoted by the colors (Green, White, Yellow, and Red).
assessmeiitnAs noted earlier, this template is the tool for conducting a Phase 2 assessment. A Phase
3 evaluation is undertaken for inspection findings receiving a color other than Green, i.e., those
findings screened for further evaluation.
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6.1.4 Phase 3 Refined Risk Assessment
Phase 3 of the shutdown SDP further refines or modifies the results of a Phase 2 assessment. It is
anticipated that a Phase 3 analysis would involve further refinement of the human error probabilities
involved in the Phase 2 assessment. It is anticipated that the SRAs would perform the Phase 3
analyses with assistance from staff at headquarters.
6.2 SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS OF THE CURRENT TEMPLATIR
The template is a simplified tool that generates a slightly onseryvtiv'eIrder-of-magnitude
Our intent--n
assessment of the risk significance of the inspection findings during ,shutdo~wii
formulating the template is to define a tool that NRC inspectors can'5asilyuse tobtai a-quck
btn,'ic
/
assessment of the risk significance.
This template is developed for a PWR plant, considering"thefeatures of a Westinghouse 4-loop
plant. The template is a generic one and was developed b•s4d on mfintaining key safety functions
such as the ability to: provide RCS injection; recover-RHR if"has &eninterrupted; and maintain
containment closure. This generic tool could not include plant specific mitigating features because
they vary between licensees and outages. Therdore, thfe inspectorhasjtoconsider the licensee's
outage-specific mitigation capability. For examle, due torelative elevation differences between
the RWST and the pressurizer, a PWR mra ynot have the, aility to gravity feed.
Developing a simple, easy-to-use process for assessing theitrisk significance of inspection findings
during a shutdown required manyassumptionsand approxiatins. During a shutdown, the plant's
configuration changes as time progresses; ther&are differences in the availability of equipment and
in the time spent in different,config uratins'•ismone sh'utdown to another. Our intent in making the
assumptions•i•sto captur'""e'hanges and 'discnn-inate different findings within an order of

We used informationifrom shutdownnrisassessments and past shutdown events (including past
Phase 3 shutdown SDP evaluations) to7make assumptions and approximations, especially in the
every interruption of RHR requires a successful operator response
e.or..Since
.
assessment....
to preyent core damage,ýb-rror is a key contributor to shutdown risk. Operator error appears
in almost every top evenA'tlmtigation path in the shutdown event trees. To simplify the shutdown
event trees, the event trees treat each operator error in each of the top events independently. In
reality, the operator error events can be dependent; they share a cognitive error that is based on the
operators failure to unlderstand the plant conditions and required actions. This cognitive error is the
ialilure of-the operator to diagnose that a loss of shutdown cooling has taken place and action is
needed'toprevent'core damage. The cognitive element was not explicitly treated in the event trees.
The operator error included in the event trees is failure for the operator to execute each top event in
the core damage scenario.
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When the operator has: (1) RCS level indication that is reflective of plant conditions and (2) RCS
low level alarms and RCS high temperature alarms, the failure of the operator to acknowledge that
a shutdown event occurred and action is required before core damage is not perceived as a dominant
contributor to shutdown risk. This error probability is also reduced during shutdown since (1) the
RCS maybe open and RCS boiling would be observed well before core damage, and (2) the licensee
has many personnel performing maintenance and testing around the plant and may be observing
adverse conditions such as inventory losses.
If a finding is identified and the inspector concludes that RCS level 'idstrmentation was not
les was developed
available or key trouble alarms were not available or bypassed" then aýse of
ie
v
treesabInhs swtuation,
to allow the inspector to scale up each operator error,7the event
execution failure probability for each mitigation path world be icreavent to ac6ostn't sithe red6ed
ability for the operator to diagnose a loss of RHR.
Since the template was developed based on maintaining key shutdown safety functions, this template
does not provide any information on frontline system dependelcies.•)We ask the user to refer to the
system-dependency table provided in the at-power Notebooks,-, However, the inspector has to
consider additional dependencies for additional systems/functions Jiot needed at full power (e.g.,
AC power for containment closure). The inspetor also has to consid¢rwhether a support system
is needed for the frontline system at shutdow'nFor'example ,CCW may not be required for high
pressure injection pump bearing and motor'coolingif the-ymp is -h'rping cool water (< 120F).
6.3

DEFINITIONS

/4

7/

Additional definitions are provided in IMCA0612-03, 'Po'wer Reactor Inspection Reports."
6.4

PROCEDUREFOR SIGNIFICANCEiDETERMINATION

6.4.1

Initiatini

Event Ch" raiacteiriztion

Once aifiding has beeh iden'tified by the inspector as requiring Phase 2 analysis, the inspector
must determine whetherantle finding represents a precursor to a loss of RHR or the finding
represents a condition finding. These two findings are evaluated differently in the SDP process.
Precursors to a loss toLRHR include inspection findings that have the potential to cause a loss of
the operating ain' 6f RHR. These findings increase the likelihood of an initiating event, i.e.,
teyarý precursors to the initiating event or they define a condition which makes the initiating
ev•n•ixit•re'likely. Examples of such findings include:
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Losses of inventory that are terminated before midloop conditions are reached and before
RHR pump suction could be lost. This type of finding increases the likelihood of a loss
of the RHR function due to a loss of inventory.
•

Switchyard activities that increase the likelihood of a loss of offsite power, such as a
crane operating too close to a reserve auxiliary transformer. This type of finding
increases the likelihood of a loss of offsite power event which would resutltna loss of
>2•'
the RHR function.

°

Level instrumentation that does not reflect plant condiions andtihe licensee plans to
initiate RCS draining. This type of finding increa ihe likelihod of aýloss of inventory
K'
I:j >':
"
event which would result in a loss of the RHR function.
of of
'p'o(sy
Performance deficiencies associated with the RHR : ........
ps"h g train
t sysems

*

inventory from the CCW system) increase the likelihood of a loss of the operating train of
RHR which would result in a loss of the RHR function.•i .
Condition findings include findings that ONLY involve a degradation of thelicensee's mitigation
capability. For example, during POS I and POSz2,the licensee planned to have two EDG's
available, but both were found to have coolantinilfecylindels. Clearly; a loss of offsite power
initiating event is no more likely, but thepjant's abihitmtitsuccessfully mitgate a loss of offsite
ii
power initiating event is reduced.
Initiating Event Descriptions

:>

/

esvan
eýinthat causes a loss or interruption of the
An initiating-event at shutdotwnls-defined
decay heatr'emoval function. This templae considers the three internal initiators known to
dominae't'einternal-event shutdown risk basedon the Surry Shutdown PRA (NUREGICR
The following-,r the intaitintg evenisconsidered, with their applicability to the PO groups.
Loss of RHR (L0RHR)
This initiating event category includes losses of RHR resulting from failures of the RHR
ysystem (such aýIRHR pump failure) or failures of the RHR support systems such as loss
of CCW, loss'if SRW, loss of vital AC, and loss of DC power. (Loss of offsite power is
treatedcas•lseparate category.) This category also includes interruptions of RHR caused
S>y,spunious ESFAS signals such as RHR suction valve closure. This initiating event
,.-category is considered for POS 1 and POS 2. This category is not considered applicable
to POS 3, since the time to core uncovery is assumed to be greater than 24 hours.
Loss of Offsite Power (LOOP) October 24, 2002
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This initiating event category covers losses of offsite power at shutdown which cause an
interruption in DHR. This initiator category is considered for all POSs. For POS 3, the
possibility that a LOOP or SBO could a loss of air to the cavity seal is considered by
using the POS 2 LOOP worksheets.
Loss of Reactor Inventory (LOI)
This initiating event category includes losses of RCS inventory tl9t lead to a loss of RHR
due to loss of RHR pump suction. Many of these flow diversions ~are aused from
forall POSs.
improper alignment of valves. This initiator categoy .isconsidered
Loss of Level Control (LOLC)
This initiating event category includes: (1) the Olj,•tor overdrains the RCSto reach
midloop conditions such that RHR is lost, and (2)the operator fails to maintain level
rs considered for midloop
control while in midloop such that RHR is lost. .Thisinitiit•
<"
only.
operations

\

Other initiators that merit consideration include-ihose events that chalUenge low-temperature over
pressure protection (LTOP), and findings thafincrease the ikelihoodiof a reactivity transient. In
Surry Shutdown PRA (NUREG/CR 6144f)fthese two6nitiators were found to make a smaller
contribution to the core damage frequep'y than tha four initiators discussed above. For some
inspection findings, their contribution na become signifit. Therefore, they will go directly
b
to Headquarters for Phase 3 analys'Guidance for Assessing Precuror and ConluOFndings
The tablesinChapters 5 are baed 6n estimates of initiating event frequencies from the best
avalable data. Initiating-event frequencies were estimated by searching LERs from 1992 to
freqi'iieces conditional on the plant being in a shutdown.
1998. T
can be used with any combination of POSs and time windows. The
tables
Accordingl3>the saih
estimated duraton•ofthe degraded condition in such a combination is used to determine the
likelihood-rating. The "likel,iho ratings of the applicable categories of initiating events are
employed in evaluatingttiLeoire-damage sequences in the worksheets of the applicable
cofiibinations of POSs and time windows.
For precursor findinjgý,findings involving an actual loss of RIHR, or findings that involve level
.instrumentation-tliat'is not representative of plant conditions, use Tables 1, 2, 3 or 4 for
estimating the initiator rating. Then, use the guidance in this Chapter for filling in the
worksheets.
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For condition findings, use Table 5 for estimating the initiating event rating. The ratings
correspond to the duration of exposure to the degraded conditions identified by the inspector.
Then, use the guidance in this Chapter for filling in the worksheets.
Definitions of the POSs and Time Windows
The risk significance of an inspection finding depends on the associated shutdowncondition. A
unique aspect in assessing the risk significance of a finding during a shutdown sthe
consideration of the plant's changing configuration and level of decayheat.iDuring development
of a shutdown PRA, the plant's changing configuration and decay heat level are taken into
.
account by dividing the shutdown into plant operational states (POSs~)ani~l jine wndows (T•s).
The plant's response to the initiating events and success critena foromntigationftnctions are
considered to remain unchanged during a given POS. From one6me windowxto anothe<the
decay heat can be substantially different, such that the time avlaiIble for the oprtrsactions is
different, and the credit given for them may vary.
PWR POSs and Time Windows for Phase 2 Assessment
For this template,
33 defines
andtimd i& wjiows
o •P•WR
ForFigure
Fgur
histemlat,
efies the
he POSs
O~sand,
wndos for
-PV
... pat
plant. Ittashw
also shows
the relationship between the POSs and the m-0eI4id dowhn inthe Tebýinical Specifications
(TSs). We now describe the POSs and Tim"e Windodw's
ws).-:
POS 1-

This POS starts whente RHR ,system is put i'nto service. The RCS is closed such
that the steam generators could be used fordecay heat removal, if the secondary
side of the steam ,generators ariefilled."fTe RCS may have a bubble in the
pressurizer./ThisPOS
ends'wheniitht RCS is vented such that the steam
,~',eneratorscannotsustain,,. "chead
removal. This POS typically includes Mode 4
(ho s td!t

POS 2-

an1dportionsof Mode 5 (cold shutdown).

Tlis POSstarts :tihen the RCS is vented such that: (1) the steam generators cannot
,,,ustain core 'heat rninoyal and (2) a sufficient vent path exists for feed and bleed.
APS~mcludes portions of Mode 5 (cold shutdown) and Mode 6 (refueling).
Reduced veii5t6, conditions and midloop operations with a vented RCS are a
subset ofithisPOS. Note: performance deficiencies occurring during a vacuum
refill of the RCS require use of the POS 1 event trees.

A'

/;
POS 3•3

ThislOS represents the shutdown condition with the refueling cavity filled to 23'
, .. above the vessel flange. A very large amount of coolant inventory is available.
SThis POS occurs during Mode 6.

Early Time Window (TW-E)
This time widow represents the time before POS 3 is entered. The decay heat is relatively
high. The reactor is either in POS 1 or 2.
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Late Time Window (TW-L)
This time window represents the time after POS group 3. The decay heat is relatively
low. The reactor is either in POS 1, 2, or 3
The above definitions of the POSs and Time Windows can be used to address different types of
plant shutdowns, i.e., refueling outage, planned maintenance outage, and an unplanned outage.
Depending on the type of outage and its duration, the POSs and TWs can be identified from the
above list. For example, all POSs and both TWs will apply to a refuelig, outages Only POS 1
and the early Time Window (TW-E) may apply to an unplanned outage,
Y
NOTE: The operator credits in the SDP worksheets are given for Time'W•itdow i.The same,'
worksheets can be used for Time Window 2 except the credits for operator response. may neetd to
be changed to account for the longer operator's response time. Detdiled instti -ions'are in in
Chapter 6.0 of this template
,.,:
Determining Applicable POSs and Time Windows for Inspection Findings
d
windweiey ant to an inspection
Figure 3 is used to determine the applicable POSs
finding. An inspector uses the outage infotmaton todetermine the starting and ending times of
the POSs and TWs, and enters the dates and& es into Fijgui3. TheInspector then notes the
estimated time when the identified degrad&t conditi6oinstaited anid:lien it was resolved. A time
line is drawn connecting the initiation anli resolutiio points; thisIs used to obtain an estimate of
the duration of the degraded condition,(in days)Sri Column13 of the Figure. The time-line of the
degraded condition then is matchea with the PbSs and TWtime-lines to identify the applicable
POSs and TWs. For example, aidegraded condition lasting the entire refueling outage will
involve five,combinations ofPOSs and TimeWindow*s. A degraded condition starting after the
RCS draining was started'and ending just b6fore thee RCS is filled will cover three of the POS
and TW
mbinations.
S
S ilar1ly, a forced outage may only cover POS 1 and TW-E. As
discussed, using the outage plan oretscription and the assumptions of the inspection finding, the
inspector delineates'tlfr6estimated duration of the degraded condition and the applicable POSs
and TWs.

.

Selecting Applicable Table'toPrecursor Findings
This section provides guidance for estimating the initiating event likelihood (TEL) for precursor
findings. This chapter,consists of tables that the analyst uses to estimate the initiator rating
ieending on the type,.of precursor that occurred.
'For fihdings that increase the likelihood of a loss of a level control (LOLC) or actually
__Sausel a LOLC, go to Table 1.
For findings that increase the likelihood of a loss of offsite power (LOOP) or actually
caused a LOOP, go to Table 2.
October 24, 2002
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For findings that increase the likelihood of a loss of reactor inventory (LOI) or actually
caused a LOI, go to Table 3.
*

For findings that increase the likelihood of a loss of the operating train of RHR (LORHR)
or actually caused a LORHR for reasons other than LOLC, LOOP or LOI, go to Table 4.
Findings involving RHR support systems also use Table 4.

Condition Findings

,

For condition findings, the analyst must obtain an initiating event likýelihoodfor EACH POS Ihat
the condition finding occurred in. Table 5 is used in the same manner as the fullpower
notebooks. Then, the analyst enters the initiating evenitik-eliiood in the shutdowijnwor-ksheets
in the same manner as the full power worksheets.
6.4.2

Evaluation of Mitigation Capability

The SDP worksheets for shutdown are used inethe same manner as the full power worksheets
using the following guidance.
QJ

The success criterion of a safetyfaunction specifies what is needed, not what might be
available. Therefore, the inspector should use the outage plan determine what equipment
to credit for each safety funcion.
,; I
A frontline system iscon'sidered avail ablif, all'support systems that are necessary to

CI

support the function of the.frontline system-are available (such as AC power, SRW
""ing,, ijstrumentt•air- etc)"- manual'action is required, there must be enough time to:
(15oni~ithat manu'al action~is needed and (2) execute the manual action after
recogizing that imanuataction'isineeded. To credit system availability, these two tasks
should b&able to be completedreliably within ½ the time that the equipment must

E) jItf
4

0,S

the performance deficiency involves a support system, the analyst must consider the
impact of potential loss of the system for each safety function specified in the worksheets.
A piece of equipment is considered available if all support systems that are necessary to

7 supportbhep iece of equipment is available.

If manual action is required, there must be
eiienouglitie to: (1) recognize that manual action is needed and (2) execute the manual
• action after recognizing that manual action is needed. To credit system availability, these
two tasks should be able to be completed reliably within ½ the time that the equipment
must actuate.
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El

For losses of inventory in POS 1 and POSs 2 that would eventually terminate at the
bottom of the hotleg WITHOUT operator intervention, use the LOLC worksheets but use
the appropriate IEL for LOI.

El

Installed equipment is credited similar to the full power worksheets. Use Table 7 for
guidance.

O

Temporary equipment can be credited. Use Table 8 for guidance.

El

Operator action drives shutdown risk. Almost everytfunctionin theew&rksheets (almost
every top event in the event trees) has an operator action. Oftentlieolperator credit /
defines the credit given to the mitigating function ,poperatoretrmted).X•ornndoperator
credits are specified in the worksheets based on. ()- the time available tO16 rformithe
action, and (2) the assumed available instrumentationi',
THE ANALYST MUST ADJUST EACH OPERATOR CREDIT IN THE
WORKSHEETS IF USING TABLE 6 IF:
:?
V/

If the time available to perfonn.the
actionis too short or too long by greater than a
factor of 2 (e.g., the finding o'c
ivTim'e'Window 2,).

OR/
V

The assumed instrumentation ýpecified infie worksheet is not available/not
reflective of plant conditions'

OR

'4

S'There are sigificant,,finding specific, negative performance shaping factors for
theb•e• rator action . Examples include (not limited to) : (1) RHR venting cannot
•eaccomplishea -sil because the scaffolding needed to access the vents is not
_staEged,•(2), the ability to v.rent the RHR pipes is limited due to high points in the
kR.HR~sution piping, (3) the operator needs to enter an area that has high steam or
radiation levels or (4) the operator needs special equipment to open a valve that
is not staged'
El

The inspector s i"uld jot down any unique assumptions that significantly influence the
credit gven the mitigating function at the bottom of the worksheet. These
•
3assum.iptions-are critical to performing the Phase 3 analysis and these assumptions are
\<• -criticalo46 understanding plant specific risk of the finding. For example, if CCW is not
"•,.,needed to support high pressure injection and if the ECCS pump is pumping
water
cooling than 120F, that assumption should be written down at the bottom of the
worksheet.

v
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This template does not provide any information on system dependency or alignment
during shutdown. We refer the user to the system-dependency table of at-power plant
specific SDP notebook. However, the inspector has to consider additional dependencies
for additional systems/functions not needed at full power (e.g., AC power for containment
closure). The inspector also has to consider whether the support system is needed for the
frontline system at shutdown. For example, for some licensees, CCW may not be
required for high pressure injection pump bearing and motor cooling if thepurmp is
pumping cool water (< 120F).
?

o

Representative Times to Boiling and Core Damagebaed on DecayLevel from midloop
conditions can be found in Table 9.

o

Time to RWST depletion can be estimated by using gpmofwater needed to makcup for

'

boiloff.
0

Finally, the availability of standby RCS injectiona6ig' 'ith operator error drives
shutdown risk. As long as standby injection isA1,1labl&, in ihittcases, standby injection
buys time for other operator recovery actionssuch as: leak
e'nation and RHR
recovery. If there are factors that couldrender.thstandby RCS injection unavailable
such as: gas intrusion, system unavaibity, etc,'then' these £factors (assumptions)
become risk significant and shoulde assessed carefuiltv.,,
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